
Shed
Buyer's
Guide

Find the perfect garden
shed for you, with the help

of our guide.



1) Main Use
Whether you're looking to create a

potting shed or need storage for your
bike, we’ve covered a range of options for

how might use your building, so you can
easily find a shed which is right for you.



Mini Keeper Range   

This great-value Mini Keeper Bike Store offers an
inexpensive wooden bike storage solution,
constructed with 7mm overlap cladding and
available in size 3x8, this compact bike shed is a
traditional and practical storage solution.

Mini Master Apex & Mini Master Pent  

For a more premium version, we also offer the
Mini Master Apex and Mini Master Pent, these
sheds are constructed from solid T&G cladding and
are available in sizes 3x8, 4x8, 6x3 and 6x4. For
reliable storage for your bikes, the Mini Master
won’t let you down.

Heavy Duty Bike Store 

Alternatively, our strongest bike storage options
include the 28mm T&G Motorbike Store and Heavy
Duty Bike Store. These provide more
premium quality builds that are fully weatherproof
and will guarantee you excellent storage for your
bikes.

Bike Storage
If you are looking for somewhere to store
your bikes, we have a fantastic range of
sheds specifically designed to do just
that.



Storer Overlap 

This rustic, value unit uses 5mm overlap panels
which allow rainwater to run off the side of the
building, creating a basic shelter for your
gardening items.

Storer T&G  

This higher-quality shed is made using thicker,
11mm boards with a tongue and groove
technique. The shed has a traditional Apex roof
and is a perfect storage solution for your garden. 

Keeper Range 

The Keeper is constructed using 7mm overlap
cladding and available in sizes 4x6, all the way up
to 16x8. This a great value shed which will
provide good shelter for your garden items. 

Master Range 

Comprised of Apex and Pent roof options, Master
sheds offer a high-quality 11mm tongue and
groove construction which is strong and well-
equipped for storing all your gardening tools. 

Garden Storage
From standard value to high-quality, we
offer a great range of sheds to choose
which are perfect for garden storage. 



Master Range

The T&G construction and wide T&G boarded
doors offer easy access in and out of the build and
a strong unit.

Boxer Range

If you'd prefer to opt for a metal workshop, the
Boxer Pent and Boxer Apex, both offer a tough
galvanised steel coating and solid construction.

Expert Range

Our Expert range features Corner, Apex, Reverse
Apex and Pent styles which have all been designed
to be ideal workshops for your garden.

Heavy Duty Cabins and Workshops

Our heavy duty cabins and workshops offer a
luxury workspace for your garden, In a range of
styles, sizes and designs.

DIY and
Workshops
A shed can make a perfect space for DIY
tasks or your own workshop right in your
garden. We offer a great range of
compact and large units, as well as high-
quality to heavy duty builds. 



The Mini Maser Apex  

Constructed from a solid 11mm T&G cladding,
with a traditional apex roof. This style is perfect for
homeowners looking for compact garden storage
which is reliable and will fit into a traditional
garden setting. 

The Mini Master Pent 

If prefer more modern styles, the Mini Master Pent
offers the same high-quality construction but with
a pent roof design. The great thing about our
sheds is that they are versatile buildings which give
you the option to choose a shed which perfectly
suits your garden and your own tastes. This shed is
available in sizes 6x3 and 6x4.

Mini Keeper 

The Mini Keeper makes a standard value
alternative for storing your gardening tools.
Constructed from 7mm overlap cladding, this shed
will provide your lawnmower with standard
protection from the weather and a compact store.

Mower Store
We offer the perfect storage solution for
lawn mowers. The Mini Master and Mini
Keeper Ranges are ideal as they provide
quality shelter for your mower. 



Keeper Range

Grow your plants in harmony with a great value
shed. The windowed Keeper provides good shelter
for your plants and an ideal space to use as a
potting shed. This shed ranges from a compact
4x6 size, all the way up to 16x8.

Master Range

For a high-quality potting shed, our windowed
Master Tongue and Groove Apex shed is the
perfect, potting solution. The strong T&G
construction means the shed provides fantastic
shelter for your plants.

Expert Range

For maximum storage in your garden, you may
want to opt for a corner unit such as the windowed
Expert Corner Workshop Shed. The Expert Pent
features a modern, pent roof and extra-tall design,
making moving around in the shed easy.

Potting Sheds
If you’re looking to use your garden shed
as a potting shed, you will want to opt for
unit with windows. This will provide you
with a well-lit area which is comfortable
to spend time in, as well as provide your
plants with plentiful light. 



Apex

For a garden which has a traditional design, you
may want to opt for a traditional Apex style shed.
We have a great range of Apex style sheds which
will perfectly complement your garden.

Reverse Apex

Sheds which have a Reverse Apex design are great
for storing long, bulky items. This style of shed also
provides extra height which is great for
manoeuvring gardening items in the shed.

Pent

For a more contemporary garden shed, our Pent
sheds look great in any modern surrounding and
provide extra headroom at the front of the build.

Whether used for garden storage or a workshop,
we have a garden shed which has a style that is
right for you.

2) Style
Our fantastic garden sheds are available
in a range of styles to suit everyone's
tastes and needs. We offer traditional
Apex sheds, as well as Reverse Apex and
Pent styles. 



Wooden Sheds 

Traditional wooden sheds make a solid and
reliable storage solution which can be customised.
Timber is a versatile material known for its strong
properties and we offer a range of wooden shed
with Apex, Reverse Apex and Pent styles. 

Metal Sheds 

Metal sheds are extremely secure and weather
resistant which makes an ideal choice for garden
storage. They also require little to no maintenance
and over the years have become more attractive,
We even offer a wood grain effect metal shed. 

Plastic Sheds 

If you need a lightweight shed which is
maintenance free, stain, rot and rust resistant, a
plastic shed makes the perfect unit. They are also
the easiest to assemble. 

3) Wooden,
Metal or Plastic?
Once you’ve decided on the style, you can
move onto choosing the material of the
shed. Each material has different
qualities so you’ll definitely be able to find
one that matches your style and
requirements. 



Rustic 

For a shed which is used for basic storage, you may
opt for the rustic 5mm, this cladding option has a
rustic appearance. 

Overlap 

The overlap technique allows rain to run off the
shed, however, boards do not form a closed seal
so they can experience moisture. This is not an
issue if the shed is used for garden storage and
provides a more value cladding option.

Interlocking T&G 

Tongue and groove sheds have an interlocking
construction which effectively works to keep the
elements out. We offer 11mm and 19mm tongue
and groove cladding as well as heavy duty 28mm. 

4) Wooden
Construction
The construction of the shed impacts how
strong and durable it is, as well as how
weatherproof the build is against the
elements. We offer a choice of rustic,
overlap and interlocking T&G cladding
which come in a range of thicknesses.



Double Doors or Single Door 

Will you be moving large objects in and out? If you
are thinking about storing larger objects in the
shed such as garden furniture, lawn mowers or a
workbench, you may need double door access.

A number of our sheds are built with wide double
doors, which make accessing the unit as easy as
possible.

Although single doors don't open as wide as
double doors, they do maximise internal storage
space as they take up less wall space.

Security

If you will be storing valuables inside the shed you
may want to think about securing your garden
building. What kind of locking system does your
shed need? Will you need to add a padlock?

For maximum security, you may be better off
choosing a windowless shed, as this will keep
your expensive goods safely out of sight.

5) Access
Consider where you want to access your
garden shed and where it will be located.
Great features of our sheds such as wide
double doors make accessing your shed
just that bit easier.



Durelis

Our Durelis roof is made from a water-resistant
chipboard, pre-cut to size and easily attached. The
Durelis solid sheet is a stronger, more reliable
roofing option to an OSB roof and provides good
protection from the elements.

OSB

This is a value roof which is provided as a standard
package to some of our basic sheds. The roof will
provide basic protection for your items stored.

Roofing Felt

For maximum protection for your shed roof, you
should consider adding roofing felt. We offer a
standard black sand felt with most of our sheds, or
you can upgrade to a green mineral felt for
excellent protection. 

Shingles

For premium roof cover, we also offer shingles
which are made from thicker material than our
roofing felt and are great for heavy duty use.

6) Roof Options
Want your garden shed to be prepared for
the elemets? Our fantastic a range of roof
options, from basic to heavy duty
protection, will do just that.
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